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Joyful News - October 7, 2016
So Much Change!

Dr. Joy S. Pedersen
Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of
Express Success
LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual
Healer, Certified
Spiritual Health Coach, Certified
Law of Attraction Practitioner,
ordained minister and Doctor of
Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes over
the phone to identify and
overcome the hidden causes of
their challenges.
Her work includes clearing
negative memories, energy,
emotions, property and karma.
Her gifts bridge the gap between
heaven and earth and all time and
space.
The twin flame of Archangel
Michael, Dr. Joy is a spokesperson
for heaven and shares those
messages on the Express Success
blog. She authored the book
"Wisdom of the Guardian:
Treasures From Archangel Michael
to Change Your Life". She was also
a contributing author to Big Bold
Business. Her chapter addresses
how your subconscious is either
supporting or sabotaging your
success. And, her latest book
covers her work for heaven on
earth clearing the cause of the
karma affecting humanity, "Clear
Your Past and Change Your
Future".
Her pro bono work focuses on
global peace and prosperity by
clearing and healing the cause of
the karma affecting all humanity.

To Schedule Time...
Call me at 973.706.8212 or 800801-7597 or email me at
info@expresssuccess.net if you'd
like discuss how spiritual healing
can help you have a life of more
ease and effortlessness, make

I didn't think it would be this long before I communicated again. There has been so much
change. My life and business is still in a state of flux with some things still to be revealed
from above although the direction is to live in the moment as inspired.
I was moved to Florida to help open up Lakeland to become the first city of light to be
the hub of Heaven on Earth to be an example to help other cities embrace the qualities
of joy, peace, freedom, balance and abundance. Because of the resistance to the idea
coming packaged as it was, God changed tactics. Rather than delay Heaven on Earth
being more available to those who were ready to embrace it, he set a deadline.
On Monday, August 29, 2016 God asked me to remain home from my regularly
scheduled yoga class to work with him instead. At 12:12, God said the 5D (fifth
dimension) world split from the 3D (third dimension) world. Those who ascended to the
Gates of Heaven while they were wide open, are now living in Heaven on Earth.
Congratulations to all who made their ascension! Years ago I saw this would happen but
had no idea when. The two dimensions split but the physical interaction would remain.
As God described it, the 3D world will be more like the movie, "Ground Hog Day". They
will continue to live out of their past, fears and limiting beliefs still experiencing karma.
The 3D world is run by man who have often been influenced by darkness. Of course, God
owns and runs the entire world but he gave this world free will which gave the
opportunity to all inhabitants to choose who to empower - man or God. The 5D world will
become easier over time. It is a world run by God. God's way is easier than man's way of
operating, including doing business. Therefore, the way we do business will change as
we evolve and embrace the new qualities of this dimension. We are still learning what
that will entail.
When I asked Jesus if people could continue to ascend, he said yes, because it is always
something that occurs between them and God directly. The additional light that was
pouring in to help all ascend while the gates were open made it much easier. I equate it
to Amnesty when a group of people get a special opportunity. He said that the
opportunity to ascend to Heaven on Earth right now, however, will be much harder
giving me the example of someone carrying a backpack standing on one side of the
Grand Canyon and wanting to make it to the other side. It is possible but more difficult.
Those who have made it may not realize it yet. There is still much change underway.
This continues to be a time of transition. It is purposeful for those in 5D to let go of their
old fears, limiting beliefs, programming and patterns so they can more easily benefit
from the new qualities and opportunities that will be coming forth.
I personally was guided to do nothing but rest, heal, clear attachments to 3D and have
fun. It is important to have fun. Archangel Michael said before, but is even more
important now, "Play brings prosperity". Much of my time has been recalibrating and
receiving new insights. 5D is a world of ease and fun brings more light and ease.
I started communicating more through our private group Help From Heaven because it is
made up primarily of 5D people who are open to the new information. All are welcome
there as everyone can ask questions, speak and share freely.
I am being prepared for more public work to both teach new information, as well as do
more group healings. And, I am continuing right now to help my private clients ascend
as well as have an easier life and more successful business now no matter which
dimension they are in.
Wishing you a life of joy, peace, balance, freedom and abundance and a wonderful
weekend and, all those affected by the Hurricane Matthew, a speedy recovery.
Faithfully yours,
Joy

more money, improve your
relationships, health and
wellbeing
I look forward to connecting with
you, as always. And, don't forget
our Help From Heaven group on
Facebook where we can chat.

Click the icon above to connect with me through social media.
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